BetaNet Node Selection Process

This overview describes the community driven node selection process that Elixxir will use to
select the initial nodes for the BetaNet phase of the project. These initial nodes are integral
to establishing the legitimacy and integrity of the Elixxir platform. This selection process will
also server as a dry-run for a similar process to be used in the MainNet.
The goals for the node selection process are:
- Openness and fairness
- Flexibility
- Timeliness
- Clear, concise, and easily understood expectations and documentation
- Technical excellence and high quality deployments
The 6-step process described below is designed to ensure every stage of the process is
transparent to the community while also eliciting impactful community input. After the
initial node selection, a modified version of this process may be used to add additional
nodes to the BetaNet.
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